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What is Mental Fitness? 
 

It is not uncommon to see terms such as ‘mental health’, ‘mental wellbeing’ 

or ‘emotional health’ used interchangeably but the language we choose to use is important and can have a 

significant influence on how we perceive conversations, practices and most importantly how willing we are 

to engage with strategies or supports shared with us.  This is particularly so when working with children and 

young athletes. 

 

There is significant evidence to suggest that terms such as those above are viewed negatively both by 

children and adults. Often these terms provoke emotive reactions such as defensiveness, dismissal, or fear. 

Many associate these terms with weakness, powerlessness, and a sense of being done to as they bring to 

mind doctors, diagnosis, medication and labelling. Some young people also identify with the societal stigma 

associated with many of these terms and state that they would not speak with an adult about ‘mental health’ 

worries due to fear of bullying, isolation or how they may be perceived. Many young athletes and parents 

alike have stated that they would be unlikely to speak with coaching staff about a mental health struggle in 

case they risked sporting opportunities. This was largely based upon the belief that speaking about a mental 

or emotional struggle would be viewed as excuse making, lack of commitment or sporting weakness.  

 

Conversely the term ‘fitness’ is associated with much more positive images and beliefs.  There is a recognition 

that fitness is an ever-changing state.  Fitness is something we can aspire to work towards, we can build, 

develop and refine through regular training.   

 

“We don’t look at someone on their first day at the gym when they are really unfit and say you’re never 
going to get fit, we just expect them to train a lot to reach that point.  Why shouldn’t we do the same with 
someone’s mental fitness?” 

Young Gymnast (12) 
 

‘Mental Fitness’ is the combined associations of ‘mental health’ and ‘physical fitness’.  Mental fitness 

recognises that just like physical fitness our mental and emotional fitness levels sit on a sliding scale.  At 

points in our lives we will experience good mental fitness - our thought processes will be clear, our mood 

steady and positive and we are resilient and able to cope with life’s challenges and adversity.  At other 

points each of us will experience poor mental fitness – we may struggle with relationships, stressors or 

decision making, we may find it harder to process all that the day throws at us or we may struggle with a 

diagnosable mental health condition such as depression, stress or anxiety.  Just like physical fitness though, 

we can promote and improve our mental fitness through consistent and intentional training.   

 

When defining ‘mental fitness’ there are four key guiding principles to keep in mind: 

1 fitness is a positive term without connotations of illness implied by mental health or mental illness 

2 mental fitness could be understood by the wider community in a similar way to physical fitness 

3 mental fitness is measurable 

4 mental fitness can be improved, in a similar way to physical fitness  

 

With all of this in mind, there is a growing shift – particularly in sport – to move towards the terminology 

‘mental fitness’.  Alongside this is a developing understanding of the ways we can promote, support and 

rehab mental fitness in our athletes just as we would their physical fitness. 

We know that when an athlete is operating at the peak of their fitness levels their performance peaks as 

well. Mental fitness is no different. If anything, it is even more important than physical fitness.   

 

“You can be the fittest, most talented athlete on the planet but if your head isn’t in a good place your 

performance is going to suffer.  That’s why it’s so vital to train your mind as well as your body”. 

Eilidh Doyle (Olympic Medallist, Athletics) 
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Factors Affecting Mental Fitness 

 

There are several universal factors which can impact the mental fitness of young people regardless of their 

involvement with sport or otherwise: 

• Relationship stress – with family, friends or others in the gym 

• The loss of something important – a belonging, a friendship, a bereavement 

• Education worries – moving school, struggling with classwork, exam stress 

• Bullying - in school, in college, in work, in the community, in the club or online 

• Financial strain or hardship  

• Unhealthy lifestyle choices - e.g. use of tobacco, alcohol and other substances, poor diet  

• Exposure to violence - such as witnessing or being a victim of physical or sexual abuse/ assault 

• Key life transitions – bereavements, new siblings, moving school or home, milestone birthdays 

• Puberty - hormonal Influences, changing perception of self, body image concerns increase 

• Influence of others – parents, peers, coaches, fans, teachers etc 

• Illness, injury, or disability 

In addition, there are also sport-specific factors which can influence the mental fitness of young gymnasts. 

These are often recognised as the ‘highs’ and ‘lows’ of sport.  

 

The Highs The Lows 

• Winning 
• Mastering a new skill 
• Being selected 
• New personal bests 
• Feeling part of a team 
• Getting sponsorship 
• Positive media attention 
• Seeing improvements 
• Putting on the kit 
• Podium / Tunnel moments 
• Making/strengthening friendships 
• Making people proud 
• Overcoming challenges 
• Being cheered on 
• Having fun 
• Adrenaline rushes 
• Opportunities to travel 

• Losing/Drawing 
• Non-selection 
• Injury/Illness 
• Difficulty mastering new skills 
• Surroundings – arenas packed with 

spectators observing every move and 
pressure to perform 

• Competition nerves 
• Financial stresses 
• Missing ‘normal’ experiences 
• Time away from home 
• Negative press attention 
• Transitions 
• Constant comparison with peers can create 

rivalry and affect relationships 
• Worrying about security of place on a team / 

squad / programme  
• Body image issues can be exacerbated  

 

 

 

 Press Pause – Take a moment to consider the list of influencing factors detailed above and think 
about the gymnasts you currently work with. Do you recognise any of these factors as 
significantly influencing their mental fitness and/or performance? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………. 
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Assessing Mental Fitness 
 

Assessment of gymnast mental fitness is something which all coaches can incorporate into their day-to-day 

coaching practice and many already do so without realising it. Assessment of gymnast mental fitness should 

be carried out informally on an ongoing basis and requires two things of coaches: 

 

1 A Positive Relationship with Gymnasts 

By getting to know the gymnasts you work with you will get to know each as an individual. Over time you will 

become familiar with their personalities, the way they think and will grow to recognise what their behaviours 

and mood are like generally.   

 

2 Good Observation Skills 

Once you have some understanding of your gymnasts and can recognise their baseline moods and 

behaviours it becomes easier to notice variances from this. Through observation of mood, behaviours, body 

language, attendance and performance you can often identify the signs that a gymnast who is coping well 

and a gymnast who is struggling in some way.   
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Indicators of Mental Struggle 
 

To assist you in identifying gymnasts who may be in need of further support it can be helpful to understand 

what some of the warning signs may be that an individual is struggling with their mental fitness.  If you 

recognise any of the warning signs below in yourself, a gymnast or a fellow coach it’s time to have a 

conversation and consider support options. 

 

Feelings Experiences 

Look out for signs that a gymnast is feeling: 

• Sadness or hopelessness without obvious 

reason for a long time 

• Angry, crying or over-reacting a lot of the 

time 

• Anxious or worried often and without 

obvious cause (for example it would be 

natural to be nervous before a competition 

but not during a routine training session) 

• Worthlessness or guilt 

• Excessively negative emotions before, during, 

after competitions 

• Fear of letting others down or feelings of 

inadequacy 

• Unexplained or frequent fear 

• Feeling life is too much to handle/ feeling 

suicidal  

 

Keep an eye out for: 
• Changes in attendance 

• Poor concentration or easily distracted 

• Losing interest – especially if this is sudden 

• Unexplained changes in eating, sleep 

patterns 

• Nightmares or insomnia 

• Avoiding friends, family, the gym 

• Unable to cope with losses or wins 

• Frightened that they can’t cope or are out of 

control 

• Declining performance – don’t overlook 

performance outside of the gym such as 

school or other sports 

• Wanting to be alone 

• Concerned about physical appearance 

Thoughts Actions 

You may notice changes in thinking patterns such 
as: 
• Inability to remember routines or perform 

familiar skills 

• Regularly forgetting kit or training schedules 

• Unable to think straight or concentrate 

• Disjointed conversations, overly talkative or 

sudden shyness to speak 

• Appears to show little emotion or heightened 

emotion (or both but with little stability in 

between) 

• Seems reluctant to ask for help or expresses 

that they are worried about what others will 

think if they do 

• Fears about non-selection or being dropped 

from a team 

 

You may notice actions or behaviours such as: 
• Behaving aggressively or arguing  

• Appearing withdrawn – perhaps isolating 

themselves during training 

• Dieting or exercising excessively 

• Training through injury despite medical 

advice not to (especially if the gymnast 

appears to be in pain) 

• Signs of self-harming 

• Excessive risk taking (for example knowingly 

performing high risk skills beyond their 

capabilities) 

• Use of smoking, alcohol, or drugs 

• Speaking about life negatively or expressing 

suicidal thoughts 

 

It is worth noting that these lists provide general indicators only and the best way to assess the mental fitness 

of the gymnasts you work with is to build strong, positive relationships with them in order that you can 

recognise how they present on a good day and identify changes in their moods or behaviours which could 

indicate a concern.   
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“I know I’m struggling when I am scared to ask for help in case people think I’m being silly or I’m not 

dedicated” 

Gymnast (age 11) 

“I know I’m struggling when I argue with everyone for no reason” 

Gymnast (age 12) 

In addition to ongoing, informal assessment of mental fitness, some coaches opt to utilise more formal 

gymnast wellbeing audits. These can be incorporated into existing gymnast performance assessments or 

completed as a standalone task at regular intervals. A template wellbeing audit tool is available in appendix 

1 at the back of this booklet. 
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Creating A Mentally Fit Culture 

 
A key factor influencing the mental fitness of gymnasts and coaches alike is the culture within which they 

work and train.  A mentally fit culture is built upon three core components: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Connection: Connection and positive relationships between coaches and gymnasts are vital in establishing 

a culture of mental fitness.  Beyond simply getting to know your gymnasts there is a need for coaches to 

consider their own presence within the gym setting and how this may influence the connection they have 

with gymnasts, parents and carers.  ‘Presence’ may be considered as the influence of one’s self in a 

relationship and this is underpinned by factors such as our knowledge and experiences, our strengths, our 

weaknesses and vulnerabilities, our physical stature and our values and beliefs.   

 

We all have presence in every interaction we have but through developing self-awareness and noting the 

influence of our presence in different contexts or with different people we can choose to bring forward 

different parts of ourselves in order to establish stronger connections.  For example, a coach may know that 

one gymnast responds positively to technical critiques between competition rounds so may draw on their 

depth of knowledge to support this.  Simultaneously the same coach may know that another gymnast finds 

such critiques between rounds anxiety provoking and so reserves critiques for training, instead offering only 

encouragement at contests.   

 

When evaluating connection coaches must also acknowledge the potential power and influence which 

gymnasts and their families associate with coaches and should endeavour to identify ways these factors may 

be influencing the culture within the gym. Recent discussions with gymnasts, parents and carers highlighted 

some of the associated implications which can present common barriers to creating a mental fitness culture. 

 

“Sometimes I don’t feel like a person, as far as the coach’s focus, the rest of me doesn’t matter anymore 

unless I’m winning” 

Connection 

Compassion Communication 
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Gymnast (11) 

“I care about my son, that’s why I’d never tell his coaches about his struggles. I wouldn’t want to risk his 

place on the team if they found out.” 

Parent 

“I tried to speak to my coach about an issue I was having but I think they thought I wanted them to be a 

shrink…but I really just wanted them to listen.” 

Gymnast (13) 

 

Communication: Communication is all about how we open and encourage dialogue about mental fitness. 

Factors such as stigma around mental health, unhealthy banter or locker room chat, not knowing who to 

speak to and fear of losing sporting opportunities can present key barriers to communication and in turn 

prevent the development of a mentally fit culture where open, honest conversations are encouraged.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Compassion: Finally, a mentally fit culture is maintained through compassion for self and others. As 

coaches we are often technically minded problem solvers.  This enables us to develop an understanding of 

a gymnast, understanding of techniques and skills and an understanding of how they perform at their best.  

A progression from this however, is to develop understanding for different parts of each gymnast’s 

personality. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A gymnast struggles with 

pre-competition nerves.  

In the run up to a 

competition they become 

easily irritated by their 

coach’s feedback during 

training and often snap at 

them to leave them alone 

to practice. 

Understanding 

of… 

Understanding 

for… 

Coach recognises that this gymnast struggles with pre-

comp nerves and becomes short-tempered.  Coach 

recognises how it benefits the gymnast to push their 

coach away – e.g. the gymnast feels more confident 

having autonomy over training pre-comp. 
 

Coach offers compassionate response to athlete e.g. 

“You seem nervous.  Would it help if you decide what 

you need from training today?” 

Start the 

conversation 

Ask ‘how are you?’ 

and be brave enough 

to hear the answer 

Be prepared to 

make time to 

listen 

Engage 

parents/carers in the 

conversation 

Encourage 

dialogue about 

mental fitness 

regularly 

Provide a range of 

reporting 

mechanisms 

Embed mental fitness 

tools into training in an 

acknowledged way 

Tackle stigma as and 

when it arises 

Integrate mental 

fitness early on – 

grass roots 

Be mindful of 

language/banter 

So what can we do? 
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Promoting & Supporting Mental Fitness 
 

Promoting and supporting the mental fitness of young gymnasts can be achieved through a tiered approach. 

At a base level, all gymnasts are supported to establish proactive strategies to promote their own mental 

fitness alongside tools to develop self-monitoring. These strategies and tools are universal and can be viewed 

as the foundations for all gymnasts to work from. Many gymnasts will require no support beyond this level. 

 

Coaches can then implement and encourage use of more targeted support strategies for individual gymnasts 

on a case by case basis. These strategies are not one size fits all but rather are identified based on the needs 

of each individual gymnast. For example, one gymnast may require support managing pre-competition 

anxiety, another may struggle with negative self-talk which affects their performance whilst a third may 

require no additional support beyond the foundations already set.  

 

At the top of the pyramid sit crisis intervention tools.  Though they are likely to be utilised far less frequently, 

these are vital skills and techniques which can be employed by coaches when gymnasts find themselves in 

moments of crisis – for example, a gymnast who has a panic attack during training or a young person who 

expresses feeling suicidal.  Unlike techniques used further down the pyramid these techniques are not 

designed to ‘fix a problem’ or ‘minimise symptoms’ but rather to hold a gymnast in a place of relative safety 

until more formal, expert supports can be accessed. 

 

 
 
The remainder of this pack consists of a toolkit. Tools are highlighted as Resources for All or Additional 
Resources. Some tools are also available as downloadable podcasts for use with or by gymnasts so be sure 
to look out for the audio symbol. As with any skill, the resources shared in this toolkit will be most effective 
for gymnasts when they are rehearsed and utilised regularly and consistently. Many of these tools can be 
incorporated into existing training routines or can be done in only an additional five to 10 minutes a day.  

 

LEVEL 3 
ATHLETES IN CRISIS 

Tools often used to hold the 

athlete in relative safety until 

further support is available. Not 

designed to “fix the problem” 

LEVEL 2 
ADDITIONAL SUPPORTS: 

for athletes whom we know are struggling in some way or whom we know 

are under extraordinary pressures at a point in time. A more targeted 

system of support which is tailored to the needs and preferences of each 

individual athlete 

LEVEL 1 
RESOURCES FOR ALL: 

athletes, staff, and parents/carers encourage positive mental fitness through communication, connection, and 

consistency. We encourage development of self-awareness and ownership of personal mental fitness as 

something the individual can influence 
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Resource 1 - Breathing Techniques for Gymnasts  
 
Breathing is much more involved than you may realise. We take about 20,000 breaths each day and use up 
to 20 different muscles during each breath. The manner in which these muscles are used can increase or 
restrict oxygen intake for better or for worse.  

Diaphragm Breathing (relax and reset breath) 
The diaphragm is a sheet of muscle located at the base of the rib cage. It has a significant role in healthy 
breathing technique. When it expands, the thoracic cavity creates negative pressure to draw air into the 
lungs. This provides the additional space needed for the lungs to expand to take a full breath of air. If this 
function is compromised or inefficiently utilised, the effective capacity of the lungs will decrease, and less 
oxygen will be taken in. 

Chest Breathing (emergency breath) 
With or without the use of the diaphragm, chest expansion is a form of breathing that will draw air into the 
lungs. However, from an evolutionary perspective, this is intended only for situations that require additional 
oxygen consumption, such as strenuous physical activity.  

Due to the influences of modern society, many people fall into the habit of taking quick shallow breaths 
through the chest rather than slow deep breaths through the diaphragm. Chest breathing is only intended 
to be supplemental, these small muscles in the chest are easily overworked when used on a regular basis. In 
contrast, the diaphragm is a durable muscle that has evolved to easily handle the constant repetition of 
breathing.  

As part of the “fight or flight” stress response, any type of stress (physical or emotional) will promote chest 
expansion to help us inhale the additional oxygen the body thinks it needs to flee from danger. Because the 
body doesn’t differentiate life threatening danger from the common stresses of modern life.  Simple forms 
of daily stress can provoke a long-term habit of breathing through the chest instead of the diaphragm. 

Posture 
Many of us spend most of the day sitting. This promotes a hunched posture that restricts the diaphragm 
from functioning properly and further encourages chest expansion. As a result, the small accessory muscles 
associated with chest expansion become tight and promote forward head posture. This worsens the hunched 
posture that was already restricting diaphragm function. The resulting downward spiral of improper 
breathing and poor posture can lead to painful muscle and joint problems in addition to oxygen deprivation. 

Breath Training 
Trillions of cells are depending on every breath for the oxygen they need to not only function properly, but 
also survive. 20,000 repetitions of improper breathing repeated day after day can significantly impacts on 
your health. It is therefore important to be mindful of your breathing and make conscious effort to train 
yourself to practise good breathing technique. In addition to improving physical wellbeing, practice of specific 
breathing techniques can have a significant impact on mental and emotional states.  

What follows are breathwork scripts which may be used by coaches to lead gymnasts through guided breath 
training. any coaches find the best time to do this is during cool down or pre-stretching. Incorporating a short 
breathing session pre-stretching can also help to relax muscles and release tension. Breathwork techniques 
one to three should be considered foundation level techniques for all gymnasts and can be practiced by 
gymnasts of any age. Techniques four and five are more advanced techniques which gymnasts can begin to 
practice once they are confident with techniques one to three. 
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Guided Breathing – Resources for All  

 
1 Watching your breath (a first step into breathing) 

Sit with your back straight and your head upright. Seal your lips (gently) and inhale through your nose. 

Feel the air entering your nostrils and moving past the back of your throat. Picture it moving down your 

wind pipe and filling your lungs. At the end of the in-breath, notice a momentary halt in your breathing 

as your in-breath turns around to transform itself into your out breath. As you exhale through your 

nose be aware of your lungs emptying themselves of air. Visualize your breath moving up past your 

throat and out through your nostrils. Repeat, and as you take each breath visualize yourself drawing in 

life-energy. On the exhalation consciously release any pent-up emotions. Keep watching and listening 

to your breath, noticing that as it becomes calmer and slower, your mind, too, feels calmer and slower. 

Try to sit for 10 minutes each day with your mind completely focused on your breath. 

 
2 Abdominal Breath – this is about coming back to your centre when you are faced with pressure 

from the sporting environment or when you need to escape thoughts that create pressure. 

Lie on a mat or floor. Place a light object, or your hands, on your abdomen (just below your belly 

button). Notice your breath in and out of your nose, with your jaw relaxed. Your abdomen will rise and 
fall evenly and slowly.  Rise on the in-breath and lower on the out-breath. Let’s do 10 of these together 
and as you do try to slow your breathing down to a count of four seconds in, four seconds out … (when 
reading this script aloud for athletes, coaches may wish to count slowly to four for the first few breaths 
then encourage gymnasts to breath in their own time). Do this daily, if you can, morning and evening 
for ten breaths each time. You can do this anytime you feel body tension or stressed. After practicing 
this and finding the breath easily, you can practice this technique sitting or standing. 

 
3 Standing Complete Breath - creating flow in the body to use up the oxygen that has built up 

and created anxiety and agitation.  

Stand tall – on the in-breath raise your arms above your head, hands forward - count to 4, then slowly 
breathe out and lower to four. This enables you to feel complete breath, filling lungs up from the base 
to the top. Let’s do 10 of these together… 
Once you learn this you can build up to doing these to the count of six. 

 
4 Pre-performance calming breath using ANCHOR – in order to reactivate relaxation when you 

need it you MUST first practise this whilst relaxed.  

Place your hands on your thighs, either palms up or down, allow the forefinger and thumb to lightly 
touch (making an ‘O’ shape – this is your ANCHOR), soften your jaw and breathe in and out through 
your nose.   Begin to slow your breathing down to allow the breath to be natural just like in the 
abdominal breathing. Follow your heartbeat – three, four, or five beats breathe in, then the same out. 
Let’s do 10 of these together…  
By practicing this technique regularly, you are locking in a state of physical relaxation into muscle 
memory. At times of stress when you need or want to return to this state you can then simply use the 
ANCHOR.  
 

5 Focus breath - good for bringing about focused energy when you are at the start of an event or 
hard training session. 

Start by sitting comfortably, draw your shoulder blades down towards your waist to lift your 
breastbone and allow your rib cage to move freely as you breathe. Sit with your back straight and 
gently seal your lips and breathe through your nose. Put your fists (lightly clenched closing your fingers 
over your thumbs) on your thighs. Inhale deeply through your nose, draw in as much air as possible. 
Open your eyes wide and imagine drawing in light. Visualize drawing in energy through your ears and 
the top of your head. When your lungs are full, hold your breath. Close your eyes and bring your 
awareness to the point between your eyebrows. Visualize the energy you inhaled forming a sphere of 
brightly coloured light at the centre of your forehead. It may give off sparks or flashes. Hold your 
breath for as long as comfortable. When you’re ready, exhale through your mouth, with a push out 
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form your abdomen. Imagine a shower of light energy rushing through your body. Start with one 
breath and gradually build up to 10.  

 

Guided Breathing – Additional Resources 
 
The following three breathing techniques build upon the earlier foundation breaths and can be utilised for 
gymnasts as required. Each has particular uses and benefits and each athlete will have personal preferences 
as to which they find most supportive.  With this in mind, coaches may wish to share all three techniques 
with gymnasts and encourage them to identify which works best for them.   
 
Scorching Breath – A useful breathing techniques for cleansing and clearing unwanted energy when 
there is an acute level of anger/panic/fear/freeze.  

Begin by inhaling through the nose, deep into the belly then exhale forcefully, pushing from the diaphragm 
and push the belly towards the spine. Use an explosion of breath that comes up from the diaphragm, out 
through the back of the throat, through the mouth. Make a HAAAA sound from the back of the throat. Begin 
gently and gradually increase the speed and length of the exhale. This breath can make you feel a little light-
headed as our bodies are not used to exhaling so forcefully. For this reason, start by practicing this breath 
three times and gradually over time work up to six breaths. 
 
Earth Breath – Combining basic visualisation and breathing this is an excellent grounding breath. 
Gymnasts can utilise this breath to help them find focus and relaxation at times of acute anxiety or 
panic.  

Initially you should practice this technique sitting in a chair. Sit in a comfortable upright position with both 
feet flat on the floor and close your eyes. As you slowly breathe in, visualise energy from the earth spiralling 
up from the ground through your left foot and up your leg into your torso. Focus on this visualisation and 
notice the colour of the energy. When you have fully inhaled hold your breath for a count of four and visualise 
holding the energy in your belly. Then slowly breathe out and visualise the energy spiralling down your right 
leg and back into the earth. On the next breath reverse and try drawing energy up your right leg, holding and 
releasing down your left leg. Most people find that one direction feels more natural and calming than the 
other. Identify the direction that is most comfortable for you and then follow this pattern for 10 breaths. 
Breathing in slowly, visualising the energy drawing up from the earth, holding the breath and energy for a 
count of four, and breathing out slowly as you release the energy again. Once you have practiced this breath 
sitting, eyes closed and are comfortable with the visualisation you can begin to practice the visualisation 
seated with eyes open and then standing. Once you have mastered the technique standing, you can practice 
this technique anywhere any time you need to bring about a feeling of relaxation and nobody will be able to 
tell you are doing it. 
 
Ocean Breath – This is a useful breathing technique for finding focus and reset at times of emotional 
or physical stress. Ocean breathing can help to regulate heart rate and release physical tension and 
may be particularly useful for gymnasts pre competition or between rounds.  

This is another breath which is best practiced sitting first and then progress to using the technique standing 
once you are confident. Visualise an oval suspended in mid-air in front of you. This oval represents your 
breath. You will breath in one side and out the other.  The key to making this breath work for you though is 
to eliminate the natural micro-pause at the top and bottom of the breath. Start by breathing in through the 
nose for a count of five then immediately breathe out through the mouth (pursed lips) for a count of five.  As 
soon as you hit five, start the inhale through the nose again. Once you have found this five in-five out rhythm, 
practice 10 breaths in your own time.  
 

 

Body Scan Meditation – Resources For All  
 
Scanning the body requires Mindfulness. Mindfulness seems like a strange word that implies the mind is 
‘full’, and for people wanting to empty their minds of stress, anxiety, fear, anger or tension this may sound 
like the opposite of what is needed. However, mindfulness is a form of ‘paying attention’ in the present 
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moment. A mindful body scan is a useful technique to help you learn what your body does and doesn’t 
need in order to get the best from it. During the body scan meditation, we can become aware of where in 
our bodies we hold physical tension, we can notice minor aches and pains which could indicate injury and 
we can become aware of where in our body we hold emotions we find difficult. Most importantly, the 
body scan can help us to begin to understand how stress and anxiety takes hold.  
 
What is Body Scanning: 

• Working with the sensation of physical pain 
• Exploring physical sensations and the emotions we feel 
• Building awareness of physical sensations to help understand our emotional state 
• A beginning to understanding and using mindfulness as an approach to life 

 
The Benefits of the Body Scan  
The body scan meditation is a deep investigation into the moment-to-moment experiences of the body. By 
bringing awareness and acknowledgment to whatever you feel or sense in the body, the body scan can be 
very helpful in working with stress, anxiety, and physical pain. 
While you may have heard about meditations that create out-of-body experiences, the object of the body 
scan is to have an “in-the-body” experience. In the body scan, you bring attention to the body, beginning 
with the left foot and ending at the top of the head. 
 
You may notice a wide range of physical feelings: 
• pain 
• aches 
• itches 
• tingles 

• firmness 
• lightness 
• heaviness 
• warmth & cold 

• as well as neutral 
sensations 

 
Some of these sensations can be accompanied by thoughts and/or emotions. As we practise the body scan, 
sensations and internal experiences can be thought about in three basic ways: 
1 Neutral 
2 Pleasant 
3 Unpleasant
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The body is dynamic and always changing, no two body scans will ever be completely alike, and most of our 
cells will have renewed by this time next year; so we will literally be different people. 
 
As you continue to practice, you’ll discover what Martha Graham sagely noted: “The body says what words 
cannot” (Hanna 2006, 33). 
 
If you listen to your body and respect its wisdom, you can open a channel of communication between where 
physical tension, thoughts, and emotions lie within your body.  
 
This investigation into physical sensations, thoughts, and emotions is sometimes called the triangle of 
awareness since it’s a journey into the totality of our human experience. 
When you practice the body scan, first simply become aware of physical sensations by exploring their felt 
sense. This is distinct from thinking about your body. There’s no need to analyse or manipulate your body in 
any way; just feel and acknowledge whatever sensations are present. 
 
The Body Scan Script 
 

This practice is best done lying down in a relaxing environment without distraction.  Coaches working with a 
group of athletes can simply read the text below and the body scan meditation provides an ideal way to end 
tough training sessions. Alternatively, gymnasts can be encouraged to utilise the downloadable body scan 
audio in their own time to aid rest and recovery. If you’re reading the text, pause after each paragraph to 
make the exercise last 45, 30, or 15 minutes. 
 
• Bring awareness to the bottom of the left foot where you feel the contact of your foot on the floor. It 

could be the back of the heel or the bottom of the left foot. Sensing into what is being felt. Feeling the 
heel, ball, and sole of the left foot. 
 

• Feel into your toes and the top of the left foot and back into the Achilles tendon and up into the left 
ankle.  
 

• Now move your awareness up to the lower left leg, feeling into the calf and shin and their connection to 
the left knee.  
 

• Be present with your sensations, letting awareness now rise up to the thigh, sensing into the upper 
leg and its connection above into the left hip. Draw a line from the top of your hip to your left big toe 
(notice the energy, colour, sensation) 

 

• Now withdraw awareness from the left side and shift into the right foot. Bringing awareness to where 
you feel the contact of your right foot on the floor.  It could be the back of the heel or the bottom of the 
right foot.  Sensing into what is being felt. Feeling the heel, ball, and sole of the right foot. 
 

• Feel into the toes and the top of the right foot and back into the Achilles tendon and up into the right 
ankle. 

 
• Now move your awareness up to the lower right leg, feeling into the calf and shin and their connection 

to the right knee.  
 
• Be present with your sensations, letting awareness now rise up into the thigh, sensing into the 

upper leg and its connection above into the right hip. Draw a line from the top of your hip to your left big 
toe (notice the energy, colour, sensation). 

 
• Gently withdraw your attention from the right hip and move into the pelvic region. Sense into this area 

being mindful to any sensations, thoughts, or emotions…. 
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• Now lift the awareness to the abdomen and into the belly, the area of digestion and assimilation, feeling 
into your gut with awareness - and just letting be…. 

 
• Now withdraw your awareness from the belly and move to the tailbone and begin to sense into the lower, 

middle, and upper parts of the back. Feeling sensations. Allow any tightness to soften and just ‘let be’ 
what is not softening…. 

 
• Let your awareness now shift into the chest, into the heart and lungs. Be present with your 

sensations, feeling into the rib cage and sternum/breastbone and chest….  
 
• Now gently withdraw attention from the chest and shift the awareness into the fingertips of the left hand. 

Feeling into the fingers and palm, and then the back of the hand and up into the left wrist…. 
 
• Proceed up into the forearm, elbow, and upper left arm, feeling sensations. 

 
• Now shift awareness to the fingertips of the right hand. Feeling into the fingers and palm, and then the 

back of the hand and up into the right wrist. 
• Proceed up into the forearm, elbow, and upper right arm, feeling sensations. 
 
• Let the awareness move into both shoulders and armpits and then up into the neck and throat. Gently 

allow slight movement into your neck area, paying attention to any tension.  
 
• Be present to any sensations, thoughts or emotions. 
 
• Now bring your awareness into the jaw and notice what is there - be present here with your 

sensations and let go of tension in the jaw if you can. 
 
• Become aware of your teeth, tongue, mouth, and lips, allowing any sensations to go wherever they need 

to go and letting be. Feel into the cheeks, the sinus passages that go deep into the head, the eyes, and 
the muscles around the eyes. Feel into the forehead and the temples, Be present with your 

sensations. 
 
• Let the awareness move into the top and back of the head. Feeling into the ears and then inside of the 

head and into the brain and be present with your sensations. 
 
• Now expand the field of awareness to the entire body from head to toe to fingertips.  
 
• Connect from the head through the neck to the shoulders, arms, hands, chest, back, belly, hips, pelvic 

region, legs, and feet. 
 
• Breathing in, feel the whole body rising and expanding on an inhalation and falling and contracting on 

an exhalation. Feel the body as a whole organism, be present with your sensations and 

awareness…keep breathing, allowing the rising and falling. 
 
• As you come to the end of the body scan, do three Ocean-breaths and congratulate yourself for 

taking this time to be present. Be aware this is an act of kindness towards yourself. 
 
• When you are ready to return to the room, become aware of the noises in the environment, very slowly 

lower your head and gently open your eyes to the ground. Come back to the room at your own pace.   
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It can be amazing when you get in touch with your body and discover where you’re feeling and holding as 
stress and tension, where various emotions may live, and learning that you have the power to let these go.  
 
It’s also important to know that sometimes you may not feel much at all, and that this too can be felt, 
acknowledged and sat with. A question - what does nothing or a neutral state feel like? As you feel into the 
body, acknowledge and validate all experiences, barring none. 
 
Many of us experience unexplainable aches and pains. As well as physical injuries you may discover that 
these reflect your tension or emotions, perhaps stored in your chest, neck, jaw, shoulders, back, or stomach. 
The body scan is a good way to explore where these sensations may arise from. 
 
Following the body scan meditation, it can be useful to ask gymnasts the following questions: 
 
• Did the body scan help you become more aware of where you carry tension or emotions in the body? 
 
• Take a moment to note whether you felt stress, anxiety, elation, sadness, joy, anger, or any other emotion 

in the body. 
 
• Write about whatever came up for you mentally, emotionally, and physically when doing this practice for 

the first time. 
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Competitive Anchoring – Additional Resources  
 
Anchoring is a powerful technique which can be used to help an individual return to feeling of 
safety, confidence, comfort or calm at times where they are experiencing emotional overwhelm 
such as anger, anxiety or panic.   

 
What is an Anchor? 

An anchor is a stimulus that creates a response in either you or in another person. When we are at the peak 
of an experience, during an intense, physical and/or emotional state, if we apply a specific stimulus, a 
neurological link is established between the emotional state and the stimulus.  
 
Anchoring can occur naturally or can be set up intentionally. It can assist in gaining access to past states and 
linking the past state to the present, and the future.  So, anchoring is essentially linking a stimulus to a 
response. Ivan Pavlov, who was a Russian Psychologist, conducted research with dogs. In his research, he 
anchored the sound of a tuning fork to when the dogs were feeding, when he rang the tuning fork they would 
salivate. Anchoring can be powerful - let’s have a go at setting up your own anchor. 
 
The Anchor 

Before going through the instruction script there are a few things to note. Firstly, an anchor needs to be 

applied at the peak of the state. This means an anchor needs to be applied when the state is increasing and 

released when the state is getting less.  Secondly, an anchor is best to be unique. Familiar things like a 

clenched fist already have associations so it is better to create a specific anchor. For example, a double tap 

with thumb on forefinger and hold, or loosening your jaw. Think about something you want to use now so 

you are ready when we go through the script. 

 

Recalling a positive state 

So, if you are ready let’s recall a positive state. Can you remember one specific time when you felt 'totally 

relaxed’, or 'completely focused' or 'very powerful'?  

 

Step into your body and see what you saw at that time, hear what you heard, and really feel the feelings of 

what you felt, as you remember the time when you were in that state. 

 

Now, really deepen into the feeling you felt at that time, not just thinking about it, but experiencing it. 

Locate this feeling - is it in your belly, arms, legs, chest, or somewhere else? Once you have located it 'be 

with the feeling'.  

 

Intensifying the positive state 

Let’s intensify that feeling, try to double it and double it again - now breathe into it the feeling.  Become 

immersed in the emotion, in the feeling - what colour does it have, what energy moves within you? When 

you are deeply in this emotional state you should be able to see & feel physical changes, in your face, how 

you hold your body, and in the changing breathing patterns. 

 

Anchoring the positive state 

When this experience is almost at peak, apply your anchor. Hold the anchor until the state begins to 

reduce, then release the anchor when the intensity begins to drop. 

 

State Change 

As soon as the feelings start to subside, come away from the Anchored state. Move your body and look 

around – begin to name objects, using the phrase, “now I am aware of…”  
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Repeat 

In order to strengthen the anchor you need to repeat the steps we have gone through at least another two 

times, but you can go through this process as many times as is necessary, until you feel a strong state. 

 

Testing the state 

In order to test the state ‘fire the anchor’ with your chosen movement. If you respond with the state you 

have anchored then the process is embedded. If not, go back through the script again. 

 

Many uses for anchor Anchors can be used to elicit a number of states. For example:  

 
Confidence  
Peace   
Courage  
Enthusiasm 
Motivation 
Excitement   
Power 
Focus 
Energy   
Coming back to your centre 
Relaxation   
Love  
Humour 

To help with this, just remember: 
a time when you felt, 
 

• totally powerful 
• totally loved 
• really energetic 
• when you fell down laughing 

or,  
• a time when you felt totally 

confident 
 
 

 
 
FIVE KEYS TO ANCHORING  
 
Remember the five keys to anchoring: 
 
1 Make the INTENSITY of the experience full. 

An anchor should be applied when the client is fully associated in an intense state. The more intense the 
experience, the better the anchor will stick. You use your sensory acuity and calibration skills to notice 
when the client is going into a specific state. 

 
2 The TIMING of the anchor is applied just before peak. 

When you see the beginning of the state, apply the anchor. When you see the state reach its peak, let it 
go. This can vary typically from five to fifteen seconds. (See “Application of an Anchor.”) This is the basis 
of precision anchoring. 

 
3 The stimulus needs to be UNIQUE. 

A handshake, although it is an anchor, may be too common. The anchor must be in a unique location 
that will not be accidentally or inadvertently touched. 

 
4 The stimulus needs to be REPLICABILITY. 

The anchor has to be repeated and reinforced in the same way from time to time. If you keep adding, or 
stacking, anchors, it becomes even more powerful. 

 
5 The greater NUMBER of times you apply the stimulus the more powerful the state. Repetition of the 

stimulus, the number of times the stimulus is applied. The more often, the more powerful will be the 
anchor. 
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Anchoring Script 1 - Constellation Anchor 
 
Pick five words that you associate with competing well in sport/life 
For example, Speed, power, steel, grit, focus (memorize them). 
 

Sit comfortably. Draw a line through the centre of your body into the ground. Be aware of your face. Relax 
your forehead, your eyes, your cheeks, your mouth, and allow your tongue to rest. Relax your neck and 
shoulders as you breathe out. 
 
Find a place in your body that is associated with your first chosen word, even if it is as small as the head of a 
pin. Now, focus on that point and connect with the energy in that place in your body, feel grounded and 
solid, and say the word over in your head. Now pick a point that is associated with the second word on the 
list. Say the word to yourself and ask your body where this is located? Focus on that point and connect with 
your energy in that place. Now, connect a line from your first point to your second point. Notice the energy 
of that line, does it have a colour or a texture? Focus on that connection for a moment. Again, ask your body 
where the point is that is associated with your third word. When the body point feels right, focus on that 
point and connect with your energy in that place.  
 
Notice the energy of that line, does it have a colour or a texture? Again, connect a line from your second 
point to your third point.  
 
Again, ask your body where the point is that is associated with your fourth word. When the body point feels 
right, focus on that point and connect with your energy in that place.  
 
Again, connect a line from your second point to your third point. Notice the energy of that line, does it have 
a colour or a texture?  
 
Finally, ask your body where the point is that is associated with your fourth word. When the body point feels 
right, focus on that point and connect with your energy in that place.  
 
Again, connect a line from your second point to your third point. Notice the energy of that line, does it have 
a colour or a texture?  

 
A last question – is this an open constellation or a closed constellation. If closed, then join the fifth point to 
the first using the process we have just gone through. 
 
Now focus on this constellation of anchors in your body and create one final master anchor. Remember to 
apply this just before the peak state. 

 
 

Anchoring Script 2 - Ring of Power: 
 
Aim: To anchor a number of positive powerful states to an imagined circle on the floor, so that you can access 
them at will: 
 
1 Imagine a Ring of Power in front of you as a circle about 2 feet in diameter. 
2 Now remember a time when you were totally motivated and when you are totally motivated, then step 

into the ring. (See ‘State Elicitation Script’) 
3 When the state begins to subside then step out of the ring. 
4 Add additional desired states in the same way. 
5 When finished adding all the states, step into the Ring of Power and test. 
6 Imagine this Ring shrinking so that it fits neatly on your finger, and so that you can take it off and step 

into it whenever and wherever you need to. 
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Imagery for Athletes – Resources For All  

 
Humans use imagery every day, but often we are not aware of the pictures going through our minds. 

If we train ourselves to be aware of our imagery and to use these in a more strategic way, then this 

may be a helpful way to manage the psychological and emotional demands as an athlete. This 

resource aims to give you an introduction to using imagery – we will focus on three principal elements: 

controllability, vividness, and self-awareness. There are some exercises to complete and we will 

culminate by creating a personalised image script. 

 

Training with Imagery:  

Imagery can be a strategy to help you with performance. So, what is imagery? Imagery is about creating or 

re-creating experiences in your mind using your senses. You can think about touch, sound, smell, what you 

see, and so on. The potential is endless!  

You can re-run part of a really good training session, bring to mind a power animal, imagining you have the 

legs of a horse for endurance, or embody the strength of a bull to take on opponents. 

 

Imagery has three principal components: 

 

1 Controllability – Imagery can happen automatically, and if you struggle to control the image then 

this may affect your performance. If you want to use imagery purposefully then you want to be able 

to control your images. An easy exercise is to start by thinking of a shape, for example, a triangle, 

then change this to a circle, then to a square.  Controllability is therefore important in performance. 

If you don’t control your images, then this can affect your performance. But you need to start small.   

 

2 Vividness – Using all the senses we have available to make the best images possible (see, hear, smell, 

touch, and feel) 

 

3 Self-Awareness – Being aware of the thoughts and feelings associated with the particular imagery 

we are using. For example, pacing in a race, or with something you are worrying about. 
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Working with Scripts 
 

Below are a series of visualisation scripts.  Scripts one to three should be considered resources for all 

and script four should be considered an additional resource which can be used with individual athletes 

as required.   

 

Script 1 - Basic Exercise 

 

Before you start, make sure you are in a comfortable position and take a few deep breaths. 

 

Imagine there is a round white plate standing in front of you. What does this plate look like, can you 

see it?  

 

Next, imagine your favourite piece of fruit lying on this plate. What does the fruit look like?  

 

Now, imagine that you pick up the fruit. Can you imagine how it feels and looks? How heavy is it?  

 

Bring the fruit to your mouth and take a bite out of it. What is your response? Can you taste it? Smell 

it? Did you hear yourself take the bite?  

 

 

Reflection on the Basic Exercise 

 

Having done this exercise, can you answer the following three questions? 

 

1 How clear was this 

image?  

 

No clear image (1)  

 

I could imagine some 

details (2)  

 

A very clear image (3)  

2 How easy was it to 

change from imaging a 

white plate, to imagining 

a white plate with a fruit 

on it?  

 

Very difficult  

(1)  

 

It took a little while 

(2)  

 

Very easy (3)  

3 How strong was your 

response when you 

imagined taking a bite?  

 

No response  

(1)  

 

A small reaction  

(2)  

 

Very strong reaction 

(3)  

 

 

The questions above relate to the vividness of the image, if you could control the image, and whether you 

had any specific feelings when imaging this image. If you scored 1 on these questions, you may want to give 

it a few more tries to practice, and you may wish to change to imagine another type of food. 
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Script 2 - Endurance activity script  

 

In this exercise we are going to complete an endurance specific task. This exercise provides you with an 

example script for a training session, and you may want to adjust some of the content to make the script 

suitable for your particular endurance activity. 

 

Imagine that you are about to take part in your endurance activity, this could be your regular training 

session.  

 

Imagine that you are at the halfway point in this activity. Try to imagine as many details as possible.  

 

What do you see around you, buildings, the natural environment, or an open road? Is there anything 

you can smell or hear? How does your body feel? You may feel the wind on your face or notice the 

intensity of your breathing.  

 

You inhale the fresh air. You hear a car passing, and some other noises around you. You may start to 

feel tired and reflect on your pacing strategy. You imagine that you feel strength in your legs and 

lungs to keep up your pace and have a strong training session.  

 
Reflection on the Endurance Exercise 

 

Having done this exercise, can you answer the following three questions? 

 

4 How vivid was the 

image?  

No clear image (1)  I could imagine some 

details (2)  

A very clear image (3)  

5 How easy was it to 

control the image?  

Very difficult  

(1)  

It took a little while (2)  Very easy (3)  

6 How strong was your 

response in relation 

to your feelings?  

No response  

(1)  

A small reaction  

(2)  

Very strong reaction (3)  

 

 

Alongside the questions above, you may also want to reflect on how easy it was to imagine the script, 

whether you could hold the image in your mind for the duration of the script, and which senses (touch, vision, 

sound, smell, taste) you used most. 
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Script 3 - Skills Activity Script 

 

In this exercise we are going to complete a skills specific task. This exercise provides you with an example 

script for a training session, and you may want to adjust some of the content to make the script suitable for 

your particular skill-based activity. 

 

Imagine you are about to perform a skill in a training session. Set the stage for a performance. Bring 

the place and/or apparatus to mind and walk around the scene in a circle, bringing to mind all that is 

present.  

 

Begin at the start of your routine and complete a full mental run through of the key elements of your 

performance. Remember to see, feel, hear all of the elements. Make sure that you complete the skill 

or task successfully.  

 

If the activity is long then break it down into manageable sections, then build them together over 

time. 

 

Reflection on the Endurance Exercise 

 

Having done this exercise, can you answer the following three questions? 

 

1 How vivid was the 

image?  

No clear image (1)  I could imagine some 

details (2)  

A very clear image (3)  

2 How easy was it to 

control the image?  

Very difficult  

(1)  

It took a little while (2)  Very easy (3)  

3 How strong was your 

response in relation to 

your feelings?  

No response  

(1)  

A small reaction  

(2)  

Very strong reaction 

(3)  

 

Alongside the above questions, you may also want to reflect on how easy it was to imagine the script, 

whether you could hold the image in your mind for the duration of the script, and which senses (touch, vision, 

sound, smell, taste) you used most. 

 

 

Script 4 - Your own script  

 

If you are ready to work with your own imagery script, let’s consider four elements:  

 

1 Where will you use this imagery? For example, in a training session, a race, or away from the endurance 

environment.  

2 When will you use imagery? You can use it before, during, or after the activity.  

3 Why will you use imagery? It is important to think about the purpose of the imagery. This could be to 

learn a new skill, increasing your confidence, feeling more relaxed, or dealing with pain.  

4 What will you imagine? This is very individual, and relates to the thoughts, feelings, and symptoms that 

will be included in the imagery script.  
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Stage 1 – Focus on your feelings  

 

Think about a situation in your sport that you find a bit challenging, this could be in training or competition. 

Can you describe the situation?  

 

 
 

 

Reflecting on this situation, what would be the goal, or the preferred outcome for this situation? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How do you feel about the situation?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What would you like to feel instead? 
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Stage 2 – Your script  

 

Now it is time to put together an initial script.  

 

When you start using imagery, you want to keep it basic and mostly use it in training sessions before 

tackling challenging race situations. For example, you can imagine that you are in the place where you 

normally train and start with including some movements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stage 3 - Practise your script  

 

It is important that you practise using the script. Keep the script short (1-2 minutes) when you first start using 

imagery with a purpose. Imagery is a skill that is developed through practise, like any physical skill. By 

practicing imagery, it becomes more automatic and natural.  

 

To practice the helpful statements, you can practice the script in your mind whilst reading it or listen to a 

recording. To help you make the most of these statements, there are a few things to remember:  

 

1 Remind yourself of the reasons for using the imagery  

2 Focus on using imagery for aspects that are within your control  

3 You can use imagery during critical moments of your endurance event  

 

A final Word on using Imagery and Visualization 
 

How do the best athletes use imagery?  

 

From studying how the best athletes use imagery, we know that imagery is most beneficial when it is: 

• Vivid and detailed 

• Incorporates all senses (see, feel, hear, smell, and taste) 

• Occurs in "real-time" 

• Has positive focus (imagine it perfectly and confidently) 

• Rehearse, rehearse, rehearse, and more rehearsal 

 

To become proficient in the use of imagery you have to use it every day: on your way to training, during 

training and after training. In every training session, before you execute any skill or combination of skills, first 

do it in imagery. See, feel, and experience yourself moving through the actions in your mind, as you would 

like them to actually unfold. In the competition situation use imagery before the start of the event and see 

your self-performing successfully/winning. 
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The Sweet Shop Meditation – Resources For All  
 

The sweet shop meditation is a simple two-minute activity which can be used to introduce children and 

young people to the concept of meditation. Meditation at its core is simply about developing our ability to 

focus our attention on one thing at a time. In traditional forms of meditation this may mean focussing on our 

breathing pattern or a mantra in the mind. Though not impossible, these forms of meditation can seem out 

of reach for beginners. Sweets on the other hand are always a firm favourite and encourage regular practice 

which in turn develops the underlying focus skills faster. 

 

The sweet shop meditation is a short and discrete meditation practice meaning it can be done anywhere. It 

can be a useful resource for gymnasts to support them in finding focus, calming nerves, at times of 

heightened emotion or when they need to block out external distractions. 

 

Below is a script which coaches can read aloud when working with groups of gymnasts. Gymnasts should be 

encouraged to practise the script in their own time also for it to be most effective when needed in a non-

training situation. Gymnasts can practice this meditation standing or sitting, eyes open. The only ‘equipment’ 

required for this meditation is one sweet per gymnast. Any form of jelly or boiled sweet will work so gymnasts 

can choose what works for them, the stronger the flavour the better. Chocolate should be avoided as it melts 

too quickly. As you read the script pause for around ten seconds after each paragraph. 

 

 

Script:  I’m going to talk you through the sweet shop meditation.  During this two-minute meditation we 

are going to practice focusing our attention purely on our sweet. We will focus on texture first, followed 

by smell and taste. It can be tempting to eat our sweet quickly but the slower we go through this process 

the more effective it will be. At a certain point I will ask you to place your sweet in your mouth.  When 

we reach this point try not to chew and swallow straight away. Listen for the instructions and enjoy every 

stage of this meditation.   

 

We’re going to start by holding your sweet in your hand.  Start to focus your attention on the texture of 

your sweet. Feel it’s surface with your fingers. Is it rough? Smooth? Bumpy? Does it have a pattern or 

raised text that you can feel? As you feel the texture with your fingers focus all of your attention on what 

you feel. If other thoughts pop into your mind, perhaps thinking that this activity is silly or thinking ahead 

to the rest of your day, notice the thought, imagine placing it in the car park and return your focus to the 

texture of your sweet. As we continue through the meditation you may have to park lots of thoughts, 

this is perfectly normal and okay. Simply keep returning your attention to your sweet. 

 

Next let us turn our focus to the smell of our sweets. Your sweet may have a strong scent already or you 

may want to break the surface to make the smell more noticeable. Smell the scent of your sweet and 

make this the focus. Continue to park any other thoughts and focus on that scent. 

 

Now I invite you to put the sweet in your mouth but try not to chew and swallow straight away. Instead 

focus your attention on the taste of the sweet. Is it sweet? Sour? Tangy? Does it taste like a fruit or drink 

you know?  Does the taste stay the same or does it change over time? Notice also the texture of the 

sweet now that it is in your mouth.  Does it feel the same as it did when it was in your hand? Can you 
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feel the same textures with your tongue that you did with your fingers?  Take a few moments to focus 

on the taste and texture of your sweet, again parking any other thoughts that might arise. 

 

When you can’t wait any longer chew and swallow your sweet. As you do this imagine the person who 

made your sweet in the factory. Imagine what you think they looked like. Were they tall or short? Long 

hair or short hair? Did they have a beard or wear a uniform? Really focus on bringing to mind an image 

of what they person may have looked like. And finally end this meditation by mentally thanking them for 

making such lovely sweets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

               
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

thrive-scotland.com             activemind.io  
 

 

 

 

The resource pack was produced with support of Thrive Scotland and Active Mind. If you or your 

club would like further guidance about supporting mental fitness of young gymnasts please contact 

the Scottish Gymnastics safeguarding team:  

 

safeguarding@scottishgymnastics.org 

 

or alternatively, the Scottish Gymnastics performance team:  

 

performance@scottishgymnastics.org  
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